Abstract: Phobos, a moon of Mars, is below the Clarke's synchronous orbit and due to tidal interaction is losing altitude. With this altitude loss it is doomed to the fate of total destruction by direct collision with Mars. On the other hand Deimos, the second moon of Mars is in extra-synchronous orbit and almost stay put in the present orbit. The reported altitude loss of Phobos is 1.8 m per century by wikipedia and 60ft per century according to ozgate url . The reported time in which the destruction will take place is 50My and 40My respectively. The authors had proposed a planetary-satellite dynamics based on detailed study of Earth-Moon[personal communication: http://arXiv.org/abs/0805.0100 ]. Based on this planetary satellite dynamics, 2 m/century approach velocity leads to the age of Phobos to be 23 Gyrs which is physically untenable since our Solar System's age is 4.567Gyrs. Hence the present altitude loss is assumed to be 20 m per century. This leads to the age of Phobos to be 2.3Gyrs and age of Deimos to be 2.26Gyrs which is an acceptable result and from this analysis it is predicted that the travel time from the present orbital radius of 9380 km to the Martian surface at 3397 km is 10.4Myrs. Hence doomsday of Phobos is at 10.4Myrs from now.Mars Express studies have confirmed that Phobos is indeed trapped in a death spiral. 
planetary satellite dynamics as developed through the rigorous analysis of Earth-Moon System. Section 3 describes the different scenarios of Satellite Evolution. Section 4 gives the history of Mars-Phobos-Deimos studies, the globe-orbit parameters of Mars-Phobos-Deimos, the deduction of velocity of approach of Phobos and velocity of recession of Deimos and from this the time integral equation is set up and solved. This calculation gives the age of Phobos as well as the timetable of its doomsday. Section 5 gives the discussion and Section 6 gives the conclusions.
Section 1. A brief history of Mars-Phobos-Deimos. (Sangdeev & Zakharov 1989)
Phobos and Deimos are the two moons of Mars. They were discovered by Asaph Hall in 1877. The history of the studies of Mars and its moons are given in Table 1 . There are numerous asteroid families in the outer realm of Asteroid Belt which are in inclined orbits with angle of inclination 20º or more to the Ecliptic. These asteroids are of carbonaceous chondritic composition and likely to be perturbed by Jupiter into Mars-crossing orbits. These asteroids are potential candidates for capture by Mars (Lambeck 1979) .
It is widely believed that the two irregular shaped satellites ( Chang & Lorre, 2000; Thomas 1979; Thomas,1989; Duxbury 1974; Stook & Keller 1990) Deimos which are in extra-synchronous orbit are in expanding spiral orbit whereas Phobos which is in subsynchronous orbit is in contracting spiral orbit whereas as Charon (moon of Pluto) which is exactly in mutually interlocked tidally synchronous orbit is in stationary circular orbit. Assuming Q parameter, Darwin-Kaula formulation results in secular evolution equations. These secular evolution equations can be integrated into the past to see how it has evolved since its inception. This integration can be extrapolated into future to see where and when eventually it terminates. It is estimated that Phobos from the present orbit of 9830km from the center of Mars will spirally collapse to an orbital radius of 3397km (the martian surface) in about 100My (Burns 1978) . This paper estimates 10.4My for the same orbital collapse. Other > Celebrating the soft landing of Phoenix on Mars< 5 researchers have made a wide range of assumptions regarding models of dissipation by anelastic tidal deformation within Mars and satellites to test the Capture Hypothesis (Szeto 1983 ). Szeto has proposed that Capture would have led to collision but no collision seems to have occurred in last 1.5Gy. Also collision could not have resulted into near circular orbit of Deimos though it could have led to gravitationally runaway orbit of Phobos. Hence by general consensus of the older researchers ,the capture origin is discarded (Goldreich 1963 ; Singer, 1970; Lambeck1979; Szeto 1983 ). But our analysis points out that Capture Model is more suitable for explaining the presence of irregularly shaped Phobos and Deimos in orbit around Mars.
It is well established that our Moon is receding from the Earth at the rate of 3.7cm/yr ( Dickey 1994) . It is also well established that it is spiraling out until it will get into a geosynchronous orbit or Clarke"s orbit (Kaula & Harris 1975 on an outward expanding spiral path. Gravitational Sling Shot is termed as Planet Fly-by-Gravity-Assist maneuver which is routinely used to boost mission spacecrafts to explore the farthest reach of our Solar System. Gravitational sling Shot creates an impulsive torque which gave the orbiting Moon its extra rotational energy with which it continues to spiral out and climb up the potential well created by a much heavier Earth.
It has been proposed by us that since all natural satellites are either in spirally collapsing orbits as Phobos is or in spirally expanding orbit as our Moon and Deimos are, therefore all natural satellites have been born at the inner Clarke"s Orbit , experienced Gravitational Sling Shot effect and either they have been launched on a collapsing gravitational runaway sub-synchronous orbit or on expanding extra-synchronous orbit. This has been observed by Lambeck(1979) . He backward extrapolated the evolutionary orbits of Phobos and Deimos and found that both lead to the same spatial region of origin which we assert is inner Clarke"s Orbit. Our orbital evolution is constrained only by the age of the satellites. We assume that if the age is known, we know the transit time from "a G1 " (inner Clarke"s Orbit) to "a" ( the present orbital radius). This information is enough to determine the dynamical evolutionary equation of the secondary body. Phobos is the least reflective body in our Solar System largely constituted of carbonaceous chondrite material called Type-C asteroids (lying in outer part of the Asteroid Belt) and captured early in Solar history. Mars Express has revealed that it is relatively red in colour resembling D-Type Asteroids (lying at the outer edge of the main Asteroid Belt). Phobos is thought to be made of ultra primitive material containing carbon as well as ice but it has experienced even less geo-chemical processing than many carbonaceous chondrites. Hence Phobos date of capture is kept at more than 2.5 Gy. We will assume the date of capture at 2.3Gy.
Section 4.2 The Kinematics of Mars-Phobos & Mars-Deimos.
The inner Clarke"s synchronous orbit of Phobos is 20,400 km. Phobos at an orbital radius of 9380 km (about 6000km above the Martian surface) and with an orbital period of 7 hrs 39mins and Mars spinning at 1.026days period is causing Phobos to be gradually being drawn inward. Altitudinal loss rate is 1.8 ω/Ω = P 1 /P 2 = LOM/LOD= E.a 3/2 -F.a As we see that inner synchronous orbits are the same for both the satellites namely 20,400km. In our perspective we assume that the inception of the satellite takes place at inner synchronous or at inner Clarke"s Orbit. This implies that both satellites proceeded on their spiral orbit from a G1 : Phobos on a contracting spiral orbit or gravitationally runaway collapsing orbit/death spiral orbit and Deimos on an outward expanding spiral orbit except that the expanding spiral orbit of Deimos is not evident because the time constant of evolution is inordinately large as we will see later in this section and as has been verified by Lambeck(1979) . In fact backward extrapolated orbits of both satellites lead to a similar region of origin within the age of Solar System by other researchers also (Lambeck 1979 ).
For all practical purposes a G2 is infinity for both Phobos and Deimos . If Phobos had tumbled beyond a G1 it would never evolve out of a G1 . This is because there is a term Time Constant of Evolution which is inversely proportional to the mass ratio of satellite to planet. If the mass ratio is infinitesimally small then Time Constant is infinite and satellite remains stay put in the first Clarke"s orbit. But if it is significant then satellite very rapidly evolves from the inner to outer Clarke"s orbits as is the case with Charon, a satellite of Pluto, as is the case with our Moon All the relevant globe-orbit parameters are given in Table 2 . As seen from the With 20m/century rate of approach , the Age of Phobos comes to be 2.3Gyrs. If present rate of approach is adopted to be 2m/century the age of Phobos comes to be 23Gyrs which is physically untenable since our Solar System is 4.567Gyrs old (Toubol et al 2007 , Stevenson 2008 . Hence 20m/century rate of altitudinal loss is the valid magnitude in our planetary satellite model. But even before head on collision takes place , it is asserted that as soon as
Phobos enters 7000km Roche"s zone(Ozgate URL) above the center of Mars the primary tides will smash it and convert it into annular ring of dust which will eventually spiral into Mars.
But our analysis says that Roche"s Zone lies within 8000km to 14,000km.
Hence the question of Phobos being pulverized by primary tides does not arise. This is because Phobos is a captured asteroid with high tensile strength though it lacks compaction hence primary tides cannot pulverize it. 
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